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attack. That is a sad truth that we Nordics have evolved
from centuries of massacre, and it is one that, alas, holds as
true on the 4Oth parallel as to the North of it. But a climate
which makes for civilization makes also, inevitably, and very
properly, for military degeneration. The South could have
been saved had Lee and Davis concentrated all their efforts
on acts of frightfulness in Northern territory. With the means
at their disposal they could, had their wills been in it, have
ravaged all Pennsylvania, burned Washington, occupied
Maryland . . . and then sued for peace. But Davis's only
comprehension of defence was to divide his forces up into
guards over dumps „ . . and Lee's arm was powerless when
he had crossed the Mason and Dixon line.
For it is not quite true to say that the stars in their courses
fought against the Southern armies. Grant was at his
booziest at Shiloh and survived only because Johnston
fell, . . . Shiloh being the key battle of the Western
campaign. But at Gettysburg all Lee's genius had deserted
him and Gettysburg was the key to the heart of the North.
Gettysburg was Idst because Lee had let his scouts go,
Stuart's cavalry being upon a relatively frivolous raid . . .
and for once Lee had against him a real general, Meade
being the only commanding officer on the Northern side
who deserved the name of soldier. . . . For let it be remem-
bered that even amongst murderers there is honour and the
definition of a good soldier is not merely that he is one
who wins battles, or even one who wins battles at all. A
good soldier is one who wins or loses battles with the least
possible loss of the men entrusted to him.
§
I have read so many accounts of Gettysburg that I may
be a little fogged in the mind about it. I should say myself
that the disaster of Pickett's charge which decided the
battle was due to a misconception of orders—or rather to
orders badly expressed. The order was that the charge
was to be delivered when the artillery fire of the enemy
slackened „ „ . the underlying idea being that the enemy's

